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The wood is cut in lusty, brown shreds,
the harvest is over, and snow spits
at a featureless sky.
The hunters drag their catch
across a naked field, and dogs
that once preyed in fury,
now lie at the nape of a fire.
In the silence of fields,
the leaves gather themselves
for a last, solemn dance, before the nights linger
on the fringes of a desolate earth.
It is time for the flurry of hands,
the ancient savor o·f meat,
the curve of shoulders,
and the glowing, orb of bellies.
The
the
the
and

hunter removes the layers of cloth,
layers of field, the layers of wind,
layers of time,
remembers the sweet taste of flesh.
Wendy S. Neidlinger
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Utah
Traveling-In the city where lakes are salty,
we wade
in nature's latest downpour.
The road washed out-people swimming everywhere.
Like alpha-bits in a breakfast bowl.
Helpless mother, who can't swim,
gives her regular paranoid speech-"Don't go out too far"
Feeling the pavement beneath me,
A sense of freedom releases me
from the crowd.
One last step to my chin-An extra step.
An endless step-A black hole in a dream,
A pot hole in realit y .
Clear water darkens
as sunlight slips away.
A last desperate attempt-A stretching extension.
My hand splits in half,
the larger,
out of water?
A sudden splash-sends a bald-headed image pushing me
up like a rocket to another world.
Tom Jevert
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Release
Grandma's bedroom is holied,
With crosses surrendering the walls. I feel
I should genuflect her faith.
On her bureau, my paper mache Easter
Eggs lie with her Waterford and Beleek.
A candle inscribed, "Blessed in Lourdes"
Guards her bedstand.
In grandpa's room,
His picture haunts
The bed where he stained
Pink-petalled sheets with cancer
And indented the mattress. She endured
Almost two years his anger,
Depression, then acceptance. Last week
She opened his door,
Stripped the sheets,
Unplanted pink petals,
And tucked swollen irises
Around a purple mattress.
Atop a Reader's Digest, Jesus
Poises his cracked, china fingers
Upward. Red helping hand stickers
Used to wave
From grandma's front window;
Now, they are plastered
To the garbage can.
And grandma's silver wig
Lops over a Blessed Virgin,
Its archaic smile a mauve illusion.
AnneMarie Regan
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Fraud
A straw flower
glued to its plaque,
hangs on the panelled wall
sunning itself
in threads of afternoon light.
Tinted amber petals,
bright in the sunlight,
spin into a center
nature's living pinwh eel.
Yet they crackle
like candy wrappers
and smell of house dust,
a plastic imitation!
Not alive
not dead,
trapped in time,
forever standing on the midstep
like the bride and groom
in a faded photograph.
Susan Schoultz
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"In Nonsense is Strength."*
"My dog is a plumber."
Every morning Joan wakes up bald. She hides this
problem by stitching strands of hair to her head; starting
at the roof of her mouth, up through her cranial cavity,
until the ~air emerges from the top of her skull. This
method is quite effective, although at close inspection her
scalp is pitted like that of a Barbie doll's.
There are voles!
All people are illusionists when it gets down to nose
picking.
Overheard in a Basic Comp. class:
"I won't listen to you until you . . .
y'know--Shut up!"
Americans are raised thinking that pyramids have eyes at
the top; Egyptians know better. The eyes are inside.
"There's nothing I hate more than a prejudiced person-I can spot 'em a mile · off."
If a woman's greatest fear is that her daughter will
become a lesbian; why is it that her greatest grief is felt
when her high school lesbian sweetheart dies?
Some stuff that should make sense makes less sense than
that stuff that makes no sense at all.
*quoted from Kurt Vonnegut's Breakfast of Champions
Dawn Olson
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Somebody told me
frogs and crickets really can't sing.
Bassy bulls and creeky altos
that ease the wilderness into quiet dusk
are nothing more than mating groans
echoing on in sleepless nights.
The marsh melodies and harmonies
hum the muddy tune from dusk to dawn.
Chests swell with pride as they flaunt midnight catches.
Those left empty-hearted
return lonely with the sunrise
to drown themselves in muddy morning Tequilla.
Sue Hyde

Small Hours
early iced-over autumn mornings
I'll nestle among withering golden rod
and russet leaves
to watch the wet marsh fog ceiling
lift high above grey water
and slender cat-tail stalks.
The guilded October sun sparks a glint
in sullen deep black eyes
of an amber buck
as he dips his quivering nose
into an ever-widening circle
of biting, crystalline clear water.

On

Chris Weller
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The Skin of Winter
I.

For three weeks it has snowed
along the path of my legs,
each thi gh rising,
frozen,
banks to block the wind;
and where the water is frozen thin
over the monument of my stomach,
I have seen the face of a stranger,
blanketed
in my blood.
II.

They are wondering what kind of woman
would not feel the warmth
go out of her womb,
would not know a child
that had died in her belly.

III.
There is a stirring of the storm
and a random splash of my blood
where the ice has melted,
and the snow
has straightened his tie
from my sin.
Laura Kasischke
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I Am The City
The artificial neon sun blazes on
casting eerie shadows
that dance across the railyard,
as a final star rises in the east.
Last remnants of late night dreams
drift towards Jim Beam hotels
with their faded curtains,
peeling wallpaper,
and bricked in dreams of yellowed yesterdays ...
I sit alone,
staring out the blank picture window
as styrene, plastic, cellophaned blondes
hustle towards work-to IBM Selectrics,
and broken false fingernails,
and the cheap high of liquid paper ...

On north Magnolia Avenue

the plastic curler salesman and his wife
sit at their breakfast table
while newspapermen and television shows and cereal boxes
think for them ...
And on the south side
neat pin-clean house rows
of government wheelchair drivers,
sit and collect dust
as knee salesmen appear at the door
and knock and knock
til knuckles crack
and bleed
and stain pure white doors ...
In Memorial Hospital
the beautiful tan skin of a nineteen year-old cheerleader
just back from vacation in Florida
lies in heaps,
as doctors slice and slice
to cut away
mutated scorched skin cells,
before it spreads to her mind ...
And the artificial neon sun blazes on.
I sit on the park bench,
alone,
and watch the passing bodies-photograph faces that cry out
and then pass on into obscurity.
And the lone star sits perched-at the top of the sky.
I am the city.
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Lazy afternoon air numbs my hazy mind
as fingers fumble and grope
for something not there?
Quiet peaceful sleep stretches on-and on,
so quiet after late nights ...
Sleep's blissful serenity
washes away thoughts of urban renewal ...
and slums ...
and pollution ...
Piercing needles of pneumatic headache pain
rape my mind
as clots form in my brain.
Eyes turn shades of crimson and gold and green,
but no one really seems to care.
My decrepit, creaking veins
bleed surburbanites,
flowing to blue plastic bird baths
and astroturf lawns,
all neatly watered and fertilized,
and unopened croquet sets,
and sets of encyclopedias with blank pages ...
I am the city.
I stand alone in my room
and watch through streaked panes
as the final cold polar star sets in the west,
through clouds of smoke-ash gray black hued sky-and the artificial neon sun blazes on ...
Finally,
after streets are still
I wander along
and toy playfully
with my railroad,
and my fleet of fiberglass sailboats,
but the oil-stained dead seagulls and fish
keep getting in the way.
Still I wander peacefully along, proud-I am the freight handler to the nation,
hog-butcher for the world,
And as I stand in the lonely opaque blindness of the streetlamp,
I watch the artificial neon sun set in the west,
and I hear the haunting melancholy whistle
of a train out of nowheres,
that I knew
I should have been on.
Joseph Heitman
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Highway 90 Through South Dakota
Glimpse life from behind safety glass.
Highway hums a traveling tune,
tickled by tires.
America whizzes by.
Black dirt farms expand, westward,
irrigation snakes spit life blood to corn, beans, and potatoes.
Highway hums, tickled by tires ...
grasshopper faced John Deere combines
leisurely chew on stalks of corn,
digest stalk and husk, shit the ears,
portable toilet trailers obediently tag behind.
Dusk, fills spaces between tractor light beams that illuminate rising dust.
Farming is everybody's bread and butter reads the sticker on the Ford ahead.
Implements sleep in burnwood barns,
baseball capped farmers take dinner in white farm houses,
and sleep with wives on feather mattresses, under grandmothers' quilts.
And the highway hums,
tickled by tires ...
Quentin Sherwood
Return
A pair of skinny Crayola elephants
Travel in a caravan
Under ink black sky and yellow crescent moon (with a man inside)
Carrying a hundred orange circles, presumably navels,
Whose ends didn't quite meet
And underneath their feet, a shag of green grass.
A thousand smiling suns
With orange and red rays, long and short, long and short,
Shine on a blue sailboat with polka dot sail
Riding sickle-shaped waves,
As red fish leap from aqua water.
Under a clinging shadow of dust
Twenty trees
With black trunks and green tops
House squirrel holes in the bark.
V-shaped birds still soar
Above green grass and purple flowers.
Diane Patnode
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I've Done It Again!
Butterfly wings flutter in the summer
smashed into the radiator and the windshield,
so thich with other smashed entities
that it's hard to see the nothing outside.
Climb out for a clearer view of nothing
and listen to the quiet, the wind
rubbing up against dust and sage, and the slow "ping"
of a cooling engine contracting.
She died of thirst. Valves, tappets, and camshafts,
timing chains, drive trains, and wheels,
rumble to a stop for lack of a dollar
ten a gallon. But brains, nerves, and muscle
are stirred into activity.
And ya know, I can see, and see, and see,
for miles, and miles, the nothing.
Just the sage, and horizon, and the road, and an orange Shasta
soda sounds good. Take one out of the back,
along with those two red metal cans
full of ten gallons of empty.
My Grateful Dead tee shirt rustles
in afternoon gusts of summer,
truckin'--from nowhere to somewhere to nowhere again.
You always know you're somewhere
when you reach a gas station.
Quentin Sherwood
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On Monday morning,
wake me, shake me
in to the cold
gray city
nightmare.

Click, click.
White tapping sticks
of blind men
in the windswept city
spin.
Chit-chat, chit-chat.
Beneath their steel-wool caps,
pink ladies steal the silence
in wrinkled defiance
on Monday morning.
Whisper, whisper.
" ... and Johnny kissed her!"
(behind the school)
red gelatin-jewel
smick-smacked
cracker-jacked.
Tap, tap
"none of that!"
the wooden teachers
snapped
through splintered features
on Monday morning.
Virginia Crawford
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The Feet Revolt
All the feet go on strike;
the y form the Foot Freedom Federation.
The negotiations between feet and
humans break down; the entire foot
nation declares war on human bodies.
Feet become thrashing
monsters, running their
toes up their owner's
noses, and they throw their
owners down, mercilessly
pounding them until they have
bloodied all their toenails and
taken hunks of flesh out of
the victims' backs.
Soon, they become blood-crazed
pitchforks, striking the
nearest living thing;
even several tires become victims of
their wrath.
The feet win
As a result of their
amazing display of power,
feet gain the right to vote,
the right to go nude, the right
to see obscene foot movies, the right
to make out with each other, and the right
to spit at dogs and cats.
Phil Rogers
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Homer Spit
June, 1978
Homer Spit: a narrow tongue of land
jutting out into the water between
the great V of the mountains.
The second most commercial place
in Alaska: rows of seafood stands,
seafood shacks, campgrounds & motorhomes.
It was the morning of the longest day
and the lowest tide of the year.
I went beachcombing.
Sharp edges of seashells clenched in my hand,
I collected amber-green kelp,
the claw of a crab, spotty pink,
the vertebrae of a deep-water halibut.
My treasures that morning
were wet and fish y-smelling.
I shared the morning with gulls
screeching like fishwives.
At the end of the pier
men were unloading the trawler.
Yet there was a quality of silence and stillness
and morning was a special light.
A man sat on the beach with 42 crabs
in white buckets about him.
He hacked each still-groping body in half with an axe.
These here are Dungunesse crabs he said
Some folks like 'em better than Alaskan King.
It was a morning
for looking at mountains
and their reflections on the water.
It was a morning for looking
at the water and at the shore.
Karen L. Willmes
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Old And New
stale box of Cheerios on top of a
garbage heap, a green plastic smelling rubbermaid
trash pail
a dust covered brown trunk, crisp shiny textbook
on the first day of school
a pile of 1950 National Geographies, a frisky puppy
a rusty wrench in a snowbank
dead fly on a window sill
a discarded acorn shell, a steaming pile of horse
manure
stiff shoes, an upright piano
an unsharpened pencil, a rusty dodge pick-up
Andrea Smith
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Tombstones Of Winter
or
Seeds of Spring
I walked today on gritty sidewalks
past slushy-mush gutters
Gazed through bare, wrought iron tree branches
Saw a field scored by rubber booted footprints
and wide wakes of abandoned endeavors.
Giant dirty cue balls on gray-white felt.
The labor of soggy mittens
runny noses
wet-kneed snowsuits.
Conunon sights
when southish winds blow
and snow becomes packable.
A Spring-blown week or so and they'll disappear,
Only to resprout
in melting drifts
Perennials in the hearts of children.
Shelly Ebbert
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. . It was used to catch the rainwater with we washed our
hair."*
I can hear the metallic chirp of our bathtub faucet. The
rush of water through the pipes makes them whine . I can't
help but think of the chemicals that must be in it. I imagine
I can see them--they are the yellow and red prisms of light
that become so confused when summer sunlight floods the white
basins. The mirrors are like a layer of clear, light-riddled
water, hung on the wall.
Some of the prism light escapes the sink and the flat mirrors
and it clings to the walls like ivy in mischievous lines that
look folded.
When the shutters are closed, the light lives only on the
metal strip under the door. Light from holes in the shutters
make dime-sized spotlights on the wall.
Rain water caught in a large pot seems clear, but gray--not
like the gray water in the sink when the shutters are closed,
but soft--running through silky hair.
II

*From a vignette by N. Scott Momaday
Jeff Walker

A Thread
hangs from the overhead light
obstructs my view
Reach up to touch it
always inches
from my fingers
it recoils upward like a slow reluctant eel.
Touch it
and the thread dissolves on my finger
like a newt's broken tail
Jeff Walker
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Mary Not Th e Mother
No! I am not Virgo
My name is Mary, but I am the whore of God
Blue is my color, and red
Blood on the sheets
That's what you wanted, and pain
I had pain all right, inflicted
By you and another
You hit me, you called me a liar
You wanted to be first
I did not look f or a shower of gold to be poured into my lap
Anyhow it was coals: not a god Zeus
But a man called dr. with uncareful finger
That was the first blood and the first pain
I was a woman before I was a girl
A christening robe torn before it was ever worn
Karen L. Willmes
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On Welfare
by Liz Talbot
Once inside t he smudged glass doors, a three foot steel ash can
greets us. It lies in front of our feet, its contents settled
comfo rtably on the scuffed floor. I step over it, Judy walks around
it, and we head for the reception desk.
The welfare office does not look like I had pictured it. It
looks worse. Two avera ge-size classrooms would fit in the smoke-hazy
waiting area. At the left, two doors marked "Emp l oyees Only " and
"Intake" have a few missing letters; the smoking and non-smoking signs
prove useless. Judy, my sister, had told me before how the office
makes her feel degraded, but I hadn't understood. Now I understand.
J udy enjoy s my company because even though she comes alone each month
to pick up h er check, she still does not feel comf ortable he r e.
After taking a card numbered ten, we turn around to look for a
chair, trying not to notice the undesirable yet sad stares upon us.
I spot only three empty chairs, two splashed with Coca-cola, leaving
the third for us to share.
"I wish I would have picked up my bi g coat from the cleaners. I
hope it's still there," Judy mutters while pulling her sweater closer
around her. I tell her that I doubt it is gone, but if she had picked
it up last week _she wouldn't have to be worrying about it now. Judy
takes the chair, and I find the edge of a low table ne x t to her,
uncomfortable but sufficient.
The "Intake" door opens occasionally to pull in men, women and
children of different colors, shapes and dispositions. If not given a
chance today , they will return tomorrow to talk with their appointed
social workers, Judy say s.
"Ten!" a voice calls. Judy responds by returning to the front
desk to give her name, then casually backtracks to our seat. She tells
me we have a long wait, that many people will go before her because she
is a week late again. Judy adds not to say I told you so, but I do.
An infant's sharp outcry due to a backhand slap from its shabbyclothed mother breaks the monotonous mumbling about the room. After
observing another small child play ing unattended in the drinking fountain,
Judy say s, "I'm glad we left the twins at home. I hope the y 'll never
have to see this raunchy place ... ever."
"My apartment will be ready in about two weeks," she starts after
a short silence. "I'll miss you, Anne, but it's close by . The roof
leaks in one spot, and there'll be no carpeting ... but that can be taken
care of later. There's two bedrooms, and, well, I postponed my appointment to see it, but I will." Judy pulls in her lips, e yebrows falling.
"You should've seen it by now. But it'll be great! I'll help fi x
it up," I assure her, waiting for the troubled look to leave her face
while dismissing a similar e xpression of my own.
"Thirty-two!"
"One thing I know for sure, I've decided this check will be my last.
It's about time I got off welfare," Judy states with false authorit y . I
can tell she would like to be sure this time, but her voice quivers. I
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believe she said something similar last month.
"I' 11 put the twins in nursery school, then get a job. I just
never want to come back here," Judy coughs as a squiggly column of
cigarette smoke from the wife-nagger next to us inches past her face.
"Never."
I feel as though I'm listening to a tape recording of Judy's
famous last words.
"And as soon as Bill is notified of our divorce--"
"You mean he hasn't been served yet?"
"No, not ye t ... they're slow, yo u know, plus my lawyer still needs
more money." Her voice fades slightly.
"Forty-four!"
"But it's been so long. Are the y slow, or could it be y--"
"So the down payment on the apartment will be due when I move in;
I left all of the furniture with Bill. I'll have to get some."
"Maybe you should start looking for some. T,;vo weeks isn't a whole
lot of time, especially for you ." Judy does not answer, but tries to
avoid the truth. If she had separated from her husband much earlier,
he would have kicked his drug habit earlier , and she never would have
had to come to this welfare office. The longer Judy remained with
Bill, the less reason he had to quit, making their situation worse
each day.
A loud Coke can clanks through the vending machine to our right
into the hands of a frail old man; Judy looks disgusted and sick, yet
sympathy shows in her green eyes. I want to tell her not to be afraid,
that she won't be on welfare forever like the old man, but I am silent.
By midday, the smoking and non-smoking sections blow their covers
as separations for whites and blacks, to no one's surprise. Judy
comments on how familiar many of the faces look, and how she doesn't
want to become one, and that she will get a job tomorrow, and ...
"Fifty-nine!"
Judy's face looks drawn out. Her body, unusually small for having
twins, slumps low in her chair, fingers picking at the fringed hole in
the knee of her faded jeans. The perm has grown out of her blonde hair,
which she put up in a pony tail this morning instead of fussing with it,
probably because she got up so late.
"Judy Ryatt!"
Waiting a minute, my sister quietly walks to the "Intake" door,
her tennis shoes squeaking softly.
A pair of tall, skinny and loud black brothers, I believe, call my
attention to the smudged glass doors, the only entrance.
"Hey, Marianne!" one calls to a girl with too much make-up who
tries to hide her smile while giving a restrained wave.
"Is that Ma rianne, Marianne?"
"Yep," chuckles the first, bringing on the other's unruly laughter.
The bottle of whiskey in the first's pocket does not have to be seen to
know they are drunk. Marianne rises, struts past the two, and they
follow her out, but their sarcastic cries remain in my head. Maybe
they just don't care about anything anymore.
Judy finally appears, check in one hand, a smile breaking through on
her face, and I get up to meet her.
"Not bad for being unemployed," she begins as we walk out into the
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dusk. "It ought to last me until next month. Next month I'll have it
all together for sure. I forget how bad this place seems after a
couple days anyway . But, Anne, you saw the truth, right?"
Yes, I saw the truth, the real truth, and I stopped wasting my
breath on her.
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Prisoner
by John McNamara
After the tardy bell ran g and the class had settled, Mr. Carlson
picked up his pile of twenty-seven attendance cards and began flipping
through them, matching each with the student present.
In the second seat of the third row Peter was going through his
Mead Organizer--a misnomer if there ever was one--looking for the
day 's English assignment. Carlson had been pilin g it on lately , it
being the middle of December and near the end of the semester and
Peter was trying to remain calm as he searched through the various
compartments, clasps, folders and paper-holders, one of which he knew
held his Thomas Hardy theme.
Carlson looked up from the cards, his small lashless eyes
scanning the room. "Tessick ?" he said.
Janey Whelan, whose desk was closest to Carlson's, said, "Not
here."
Carlson laid the off-white card down and put a slash through the
box marked Friday . "What is this, the sixth day he's been absent
now?"
"Fifth," Janey answered, cracking her wad of gum.
"He's missing a good deal of work . . . "
Jeff Cochran, who sat next to Peter said under his breath: "We
all ought a be so goddamn lucky."
Peter smiled at the edges of his mouth and continued to look
through his notebook.
"Does anyone know what's wrong with him?" Carlson asked ·.
No one answered.
Peter looked in the Spanish section of the binder and found the
Hardy paper sandwiched between a vocab test and an unfinished worksheet.
He pulled it out and kissed it.
"No one knows? No one's talked to him?" Carlson said.
Again, silence.
"Well, he's got to get his homework for the week." Carlson snapped
a rubber band around twenty-six of the twenty-seven cards and dropped
them in the top drawer of his desk. "Who lives near him?"
Peter looked up, remembering that Barry Tessick lived just around
the corner from him. He raised his hand.
"I've got it right here, Wells." Carlson tapped a manila folder.
"You can pick it up after class."
Peter nodded absently and slouched down in his seat.
"Didjew hear about Tessick?" Jeff Cochran said. They were walking
down the hall, weavin g between the lines of people toward the senior
lockers.
Peter stopped at the drinking fountain, spat into the drain and
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took a sip of water. "Hear what?"
"He racked up the car."
"Tessick? Waddareyou, kidding? Barry Tessick?" Everyone knew
about Barry; thin and somewhat undersized, peering out from behind
pebble-ish glasses, he was a straight-A student, a teacher's silent
delight. Peter was sure he 'd only heard Barry say fifty words in the
four years he'd gone to high school with him . "Is he . . . hurt?"
Cochran shrugged. "He's fine. Guess he was wearing his seat
belt. I heard he walked away from it with barely a scratch. But the
car . . . " Cochran whistled and spun the dial of his locker. "I
heard it's so bad they might not even try for repairs, just see what
they can get for scrap."
"I didn't even know he drove . . . "
"I guess it happened last Friday night. He was on some dirt
road doin' eighty or ninety, took an icy corner and flipped it.
Twice."
Peter looked at him. "How'd you hear all this?"
"Tessick' s dad works at my dad's insurance office." Cochran
dumped his books into his locker and slammed it shut.
"How's his dad taking it?"
"I dunno, my dad says Mr. Tessick's a pretty nice guy. How
would you take it?"
"But if he's okay and everything," Peter said, "how come he hasn't
been in school?"
"Who the hell knows? Listen, I'm late for fourth hour, I'll see
ya."
"Yeah, See ya."
The sky that afternoon was a rippled wash of deep-December grey.
Peter trudged through the crunchy layers of snow that blanketed the
Tessick's lawn, the folder tucked under his arm, the dry wind slicing
against his cheek and watering his eyes. He was grateful when he
finally made it to the house, a wide red-brick affair with white shutters
and a heavily slanting roof. One of the nicest in the neighborhood,
everybody said.
Peter rang the bell and waited. The door swung open almost
immediately and a woman stood in the entrance-way; she had grey-streaked
brown hair and a pinched-pointy nose. She was short and looked up at
Peter with a cocked head.
"Mrs. Tessick?"
She nodded.
"I'm Peter Wells ." He held the folder in both hands now. "I'm in
Barry's class. And I'm here to give him some homework."
"Oh, yes," she said and shivered a little. "Come in. You must be
freezing."
He was but he didn't say so. He stepped inside and she closed the
door behind him.
"You live right around the corner, don't you?"
"Yesma' am. "
"I think Barry's in his room," Mrs . Tessick said. She went to the
staircase and touched the bannister, looking up. "He wasn't feeling
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well again today."
"That's okay, Mrs . Tessick, I'll just leave this stuff and--"
"No," she said. "No. He hasn't seen anybody since--" She
stopped, then continued: " . . . for about a week. I think it'll be
good for him to have company."
Peter shifted from one foot to the other, immediately uncomfortable, while Mrs. Tessick called her son: "Barry . . . Barry!"
The reply from upstairs: "Yes? What is it?"
"You've got a guest, darling. Peter Wells, from school."
A pause. Then: "Who?"
Peter wasn't surprised. Barry didn't have many friends--in fact
none that Peter could think of off the top of his head.
"Peter ~.Jells," Mrs. Tessick explained, edging up the stairs.
"From your . . . " She trailed off and looked at Peter.
"English class," Peter said.
"From your English class."
Peter looked around him. On the walls of the front hall were
pictures. Pictures of Barry: Barry getting a citizenship award,
Barry getting the state debate prize, Barry with his National Merit
Scholarship . . .
"Can he come up?" Barry called.
. . . Barry getting a Rotary Club award, the National Essay
award, the high school student-of-the-year award.
. On and on,
covering an entire wall.
"Of course," Mrs . Tessick said. "Go right up, Peter."
Peter nodded. "Thanks." (Thanks for what?) And started up the
stairs.
The upstairs hall was cavernous and dark; the pale blue light of
dusk just barely managed its way through the windows, lighting the
floor with a series of squares. Peter made his way slowly, keeping
one hand against the wall to his right.
His leg banged against something solid and sharp; pain creased
the side of his knee.
"Ouwwchshit," he hissed, "sssshhhit."
From somewhere at the end of the hall: "Do you want me to turn
on the light?" The words were spoken quietly, slowly.
"Yes," Peter answered. "Please, thanks."
A click and the hall was lit. Barry stood by his bedroom door
dressed in blue jeans, a white button-down shirt and sneakers. The
clothes hung loosely on his body, almost in folds.
He didn't move as Peter approached.
"Mr. Carlson's really been pilin' it on, Barry. This"--he hefted
the bulging folder--"is only a week's worth of work."
Barry said, "I'm surprised they even let you come up."
"Oh, you're pretty sick, huh? What have you got?"
Barry turned and walked into his room. Peter looked through the
doorway, then stepped in. The room was big, with a high ceiling and
dark walls. Peter imagined that when the room was clean it was probably
pretty nice, but now. . .
Now the covers on the bed lay in a twisted heap; clothes were
scattered everywhere, hanging over chairs, desks, tables, even the lamp
next to the bed; and plates from at least a week's worth of breakfasts,
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lunches and dinners ~•ere piled everywhere. It was not an ordinary
mess. No, not ordinary at all. There was something-"You can just put the papers over there," Barry said, pointing
to an empty space on his dresser.
Peter did.
Barry slid his hands into his pockets, turned around, picked up
a pair of pants and began folding them.
"I guess this is pretty messy;' he said.
Peter shrugged. He realized he was sweating under his jacket.
"So, urn--" He cleared his throat. "When do you think you're gonna
be back?"
"Oh, you heard."
"Heard what?"
Barry laid the pants on a chair. "I' 11 bet everybody knows by
now."
"Well everybody knows you're sick . . . You've been gone a whole
week."
"I'm not sick," he said sitting down on the bed. "I think that's
pretty obvious."
"You're not sick. Urn. . . I don't get it." Then it clicked; he
could hear them inside his head, Cochran's words: "
racked up
the car . . . might not even try for repairs.

''

And Peter nodded. "Oh. You're talking about the car. Right?"
Barry bobbed his head once.
"Aw but that happens to everybody. I remember the time I dented
the fender of our car."
"This wasn't just a dent," he said. "It was the whole thing, the
whole car. And see, all that happened to me was this." He held up
his right hand and wrapped around it was abandage. "That's why they're
keeping me here."
"They?"
"My parents. They're keeping me up here." Barry stood and walked
to his window. It was almost completely dark now. Only a sliver of
light remained in the west. "Oh, I don't blame them, I don't blame
them at all. In fact, if it was my child I'd do the very same thing."
Peter nodded. "Uh huh."
"I failed, you see. I really blew it. .
I never did anything
like this before, but-- "He scratched his head. "I really did it."
"Oh, they never said anything, of course," Barry went on, still
looking out the windo~"I mean, they didn't say, 'Go to your room and
don't come back down till we say so.' I'm not a child, for God's sake.
But I knew. I knew what I had to do. You've got to pay for your
mistakes . . . they just can't go unpunished. They know that I have to
learn. And I know it."
Peter started to say something. Barry cut him off.
"Now if you mentioned this to them they'd deny it. Emphatically.
I'd want them to. You can't let this kind of thing get out and spread
without everybody knowing all the facts. Imagine what people would
think." He was talking faster now, his words running over one another.
"I mean, I'm really trusting you not to tell anyone, y'know? I
shouldn't even be telling you this. I don't even know how I got started."
There was a pause, long and awkward. For Peter the room was now
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unbearably hot. He moved tmvard the door.
Barry said, "You're not gonna tell anyone? Because when this is
all over everything's gonna be fine again."
"I won't tell anyone, Barry."
"Good." He bobbed his head again. "Thanks, thanks a lot for
stopping by."
Peter took a deep breath.
"Yeah. Sure. I'll. . . see ya."
In the downstairs hall, as he was reaching for the doorknob, Mrs.
Tessick touched his shoulder.
"How is he?" she asked.
"Oh, he's uh, he's good.
. I mean fine," Peter said. "Just
fine." His eyes strayed to the pictures on the wall.
"I don't understand why he won't come down," said Mrs. Tessick,
almost to herself.
"He's not sick at all but he won't eat." She
shook her head and folded her arms. "Well, thank you for stopping by."
She opened the door for him.
Peter nodded and walked into what was now night, grateful for the
cold and the wind as he retraced his footsteps across the snowy lawn
thinking only of Barry; Barry getting a citizenship award, Barry getting
the state debate prize, Barry with his National Merit Scholarship. . .
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Witch?
by Steven R. Chisnell
The glowing embers of the fire pulsated with a primitive warmth,
casting the gloom away for only a few meters. Warm, rough stones
contained the agitated red tongues in a loose circle; soot lined their
exteriors from previously kindled flames, now nearly exhausted. The
glow accompanied rivulets of heat, played illusions on the opposite
trees, and flowed images of shimmering gold just on night's edge.
Burly wheezed, coughed, then dropped another log on the fire. As
the sound of tearing charred wood crashed through the quiet, Burly
wondered for an instant whether he had disturbed those that best be
left to rest.
The fire blurred reflections of shooting sparks from crushed
embers on his boots and brass belt buckle, and he watched with interest.
Burly brushed the buckle with his hand, half-expecting to wipe away the
fire. Realizing that the image would remain only as long as he stayed
motionless, Burly grasped a large wooden poker and jabbed at the logs,
watching the orange flakes bounce on the buckle.
Of course, the tiny buckle pinched him at the waist. There were
problems with everything he found: too small, bent, broken, spoiled,
and E had showed him how to use it all, anyway. What ~•as it he had said
it took? "'Sorzefulness."
Any of Burly's doubts were eaten away with each of E's evasions.
E would always be on top of things. Surely he was a witch. He had
visions, and Burly had often seen him fight possession. And he wasn't
like other people, either. After all, E ran with him, didn't he?
Burly poked the fire with a small stick, crossing his great eyebrows when the end ignited. Even after several fevered raps in the
dust, the wood stubbornly remained alight. A spark brushed his chin.
Burly whined and his thick hand rubbed the heavy stubble on his face,
smearing the dirt and tearing open an old scab. He wouldn't have
noticed it had he not spotted traces of blood on his fingertips. He
whined again.
E lay stiff on the ground, his eye fluttering. His hands twirled
and beat the dust, causing it to rise in small torrents about him. His
face grotesquely contorted, he writhed about, a small trail of spittle
running down his cheek.
Burly recognized this: E was "seeing" again, fighting possession.
Now E began to gargle involuntarily, snorting and choking on inhaled
dust. He sputtered and awoke, kicking. Turning from the fire, Burly
watched, wrinkling his red face in curiosity.
E could only gasp and choke, but eventually managed to yell,
II
Don't. . . Get. . . Help me up, darrm you! ... "
Burly stood, his head brushing tree branches, and moved over E to
peer at him intently. E wasn't like other people. E had no arms to
speak of. What protruded from the shoulders were simply hands, just
like anyone else's. One of them hung limp, and always had. For this
reason, E had always had trouble sitting up. Burly studied the joints
in his own arms, wondering why they were different fro'm E' s.
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more.

E still wrestled with the dust on the ground, only stirring up

Burly decided that the difference was due to the fact that E was
a witch. E sputtered continuously as Burly bent to grab him and haul
him to his feet.
"That was bloody foolish!
'Ow many times 'ave I said not to
build a fire? 'Ow many? " Burly knew E wanted no answer. "Fire is
bad! It burns! It kills! It mutates! And it follows and adapts!
Just wait and see! Through the dark it will come; it will follow. And
it will burn us into Hell!"
Burly could not be sure what E meant but knew that E had "seen."
Clumsily, Burly 's feet kicked dust onto the fire, and he watched them,
comparing them to E. E alway s seemed to be in control. Why couldn't
Burly be that way ?
Smoke floated through Burly 's nostrils. It didn't matter. Even
if they couldn't trace the fire by smell, E had "seen." They would come.
"Grab the bag and let's go."
Burly snatched the burlap sack which contained their few belongings
and scraps of rations, slung it over his shoulder and waited for E to
lead.
E seemed indecisive at first, but after a moment's consideration,
the eye blinked and a smile hatched from the usually grim shell. He
leaned his hand to point the way, then began a brisk walk.
Burly paused to look behind him. The fires were coming, carried by
those that would burn them into Hell. Moving awkwardly through the
darkness, the flames bobbed, ominously silent. Occasionally there would
be a whistle. Burly hurried to catch up.
"Uh, they're coming again ... "
"As I said they would."
"Uh ... How long will they chase us?"
"Until they deliver retribution." E said it with a sneer.
"But--"
"Shutup and walk. Bloody 'ell, let me think."
Burly fingered his belt buckle. Sharp and heavy. If it came to a
fight, this could be used. Burly wheezed as he removed the belt and
hefted it in his hand. If only he could think like E could.
There was another whistle behind them, and Burly glanced back
nervously . It was a witch they wanted. The buckle fell hard on E's
skull with a dull thump and crunch and E dropped. The witch had pulled
him out of danger before, and he would do it again. Burly stepped over
the body and began an aimless run.
The men carried the brass lanterns and spread out in a loose formation,
producing a random lighting effect. The flames throbbed in their containment and pulsed misleading shadows in every clearing. Then the men found
a recent campfire and tracks in the dust. They doused their lanterns and
continued. It wasn't long before they found their "witch." Now there was
only one remaining.
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Hourglass
by AnneMarie Re gan
Aslin fin gers white silk under black tissue , feelin g the years,
and in a sudden impulse tears away the black to a flood of snow white.
Unearthing her grandmother's gown, she holds the great bustle of satin
to her body , and tiptoes into its billowin g skirts, givin g form to the
virgin material; the go~m drapes low across her neck in a swoop of
pearls, tapers in at the waist, and then blooms out to the floor, and
in back gathers up into an old-fashioned bustle. Laughing with the
mirror, she spins around in a silky swoosh, feeling the sound o f silk
dmm her le gs.
Then, in the same mirror, she stands somber like an hourglass ,
tapering in and blooming out, and she feels the silk growing t .i ght
around her wa ist, almost too tight. Conforming. Remembering a past
and musing a future, looking back at the child and squinting for the
adult, she stands in between, the youth sifting fast through her
fingers and emptying into maturit y . Like the hourglass. And she
stands in between.
Drawing her black hair into a pompadour, tendrils escaping to
fr ame rose cheeks. Aslin drapes a veil of fine netting over her skywide, Irish eyes; she sees differently into a screened world.
Spinning, she falls to dreaming behind the mirror to what was and to
what her grandmother was. The hourglass reciprocates into reverse,
back to her grandmother, brand new at seventeen. Child of the future
meets child of the past ...
"Are you ready?" A black-haired girl dashed down a spiral
staircase and into a room, dark e x cept for one window. A two-sided
mirror in the middle of the room reflected a brass bed in the corner
and a cascade o f white silk and blonde hair l y ing there in the dark.
The black-haired girl venturing to the window, parted white curtains,
threw open the sash and stood in between the dark room and the springshine outside. In between.
"Is that you, grandmother? Is that you, Aslin Bradley?"
Casting its ray s into the dark room, the sun reflected the brass
bed in the far corner. Silence.
"Oh, God! Look at you! The ceremony is only two hours away and
all you can do is lie there dead to the world. In case you don ' t know,
today should be the happiest day of your life, so turn off your tears.
Now! Are you ready, Aslin Bradley ?"
The figure on the bed unfurled herself from her gown and rose to
sitting position , her blonde hair disarrayed around mint blue eyes and
blushed cheeks. In her hands she squeezed a bold, red rose. "Is that
you, child ? Is that y ou, Aslin ?"
"Yes." Then the black-haired Aslin grinned, "Hey ! Wh y the tears ?
People are generally happy to get married, aren't they ?"
"Yes. No, but I'm not actually nnhappy . Happy nor sad." She
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smiled dreamily through Aslin, "Ah! I'm so glad to see you. Aslin,
you're lovely. You are young. You are lucky. And your middle name.
April. It was meant for you. Your name lies in between winter and
summer, Aslin. Spring, April, and the season of new beginnings. That
is you. And your children. Tell me, are you happ y ?"
"Sure. Hey, what presents did you and Brendan receive so far?"
Aslin Bradley smiled, "Slow down child. Uncle Kevin gave us a
most beautiful victrola and last night Shaun brought us a set of
Beleek vases we haven't opened yet."
"Aren't you excited to open it? I'd be." As lin's mind fingered
the shell-thin, oyster-colored Beleek living within her mother's china
cabinet. Sculptured along the tapered vase, a gilt-haired figure of
a girl stood open-armed, her tranquil, china face smiling. She
remembered.
"Well, I won't be surprised when I open it because I already know
what to expect. Ah, the irony! I live too soon, you live too fast,
and happiness is my dessert."
Standing by the window, Aslin grinned at her grandmother lying on
the bed swallowed in billows of white silk, "Don't you just love
weddings? Even though it'll be a long time before I even think of
getting married, I always dream of having a most glorious wedding. A
wedding in light blues with bridesmaids and ushers in blue satin gowns
and tuxedos. A nice traditional wedding in satin. Now, wouldn't that
be gorgeous? Or maybe an outdoor ceremony in pas tel greens. You knm.;,
a wedding where we would ~.;rite marriage vows for each other. The vows
would still be said only they would be said differently. Differently
in the way we wanted it. I dream about that a lot, too. I wonder who
I'll marry?" Then Aslin stopped and stared past her dreams. For once.
"Or do you know?"
Silence. Still clutching the rose in her cold hands, the blonde
bride on the bed spoke with serious eyes, looking beyond Aslin by the
window and what she was saying. "I've had no time to dream. Like you,
Aslin. I am seventeen and am getting married for the rest of my life.
For the rest of my life, Aslin. My mother at seventeen married a man
twice her age, had seven children within fourteen years, and at thirty
five she died. She died of growing old too soon. How long do you
expect to live, Aslin? And how long do I expect to live? I look back
at my mother's life and cry for a mistake, a miracle. In Ireland, most
children began school when they were four and only finished through the
seventh or eighth grade . Like me. At seventeen I am getting married .
Look at you. And you ask me if I am ready. I have to be ready. I
have no time to dream like you, Aslin. Now I am the child and soon I am
the adult, too soon."
Aslin stood at the window, squinting at the sun and looking back to
her grandmother. Aslin Bradley rose, her blonde hair like the brass bed
posts, rebounding gold from the window's springshine. Floating to the
two-sided mirror, she spun around behind it, laughing in simplicity.
And then she stood somber. Drawing the bustle up, she secured it with
pearl buttons; only before she strode up the aisle to take her vows
would she unbutton the bustle into a train. A train that would flood
the aisle in snow white maturity, carrying her away. "My wedding is in
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rose reds. · The bridesmaids will hold baby r ose nosegays. So many b aby
roses. I will walk down the aisle holding a bouquet of lon g-stemmed,
red r oses. My ros e s of Sharon. I will marry a man named Brendon. We
will have seven children. I will have seven children. And Aslin?
As l in, treasure the inbetweenness that you were born into."
" Are you ready , Aslin Bradley ?" Aslin threw the window sash
closed and dashed to the front of the mirror, facin g her grandmother.
"Are you ready , Aslin?" And as Grandmother leaned forward with
their rose and let go, the Aslins slipped from past to present as
easily as the sunbeams sliding through the window. Through the mirror,
the y mellowed into one, each reflecting the other; and only a generation
of difference stood in between.
The hour glass rock s and reciprocates. Wit h one hand clutching
the veil from her eyes, and the othe r squeezing her grandmother's bold,
red rose, Aslin stands as one before the mirror, seeing a piece of the
past within a piece of the present; and seein g youth siftin g fast
throu gh her fingers, mellowing into the adult . Like the hourglass.
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